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1. COURSE DESIGNATION:

NANO 540 Nanotechnology in Commerce and Government (3: 0: 0)

Prerequisites: NANO 500 and admission into the Graduate Certificate in Nanotechnology and Nanoscience.

Catalog description: Discusses competitive position of the United States and other countries in nanoscience and nanotechnology. Business strategies. Environmental and public health aspects of nanotechnology applications. Legal, economic, social and political controls over nanoscience research and nanotechnologies.

Course Grading: Standard grading options for a graduate course.

2. COURSE JUSTIFICATION:

Course objectives: Exposes students to the public policy and legal issues that arise in the field of nanotechnology.

Course necessity: This course is needed in order to provide students with focused material on the unique policy and legal questions that arise in the nanotechnology field.

Relationship to existing programs: The proposed course serves as part of the sequence of classes applicable to the Graduate Certificate in Nanotechnology and Nanoscience. It offers specialized knowledge and training on public policy and legal issues.

Relationship to existing courses: No other similar course is currently offered at GMU.

3. APPROVAL HISTORY NA

4. SCHEDULING AND PROPOSED INSTRUCTORS

Time of initial offering: Spring 06

Proposed instructors: Member of the Nanotechnology faculty.
5. SAMPLE STUDENT SYLLABUS:

NANO 540 Nanotechnology in Commerce and Government


Tentative Course Content:

- Week 1: Introduction to Nanotechnology
- Week 2: Societal and ethical implication
- Week 3: Environmental regulations
- Week 4: Patent and Trademark office
- Week 5: FDA regulations
- Week 6: National Security and Export control
- Week 7: Federal Funding
- Week 8: Starting a nano business
- Week 9: Intellectual property
- Week 10: Business planning strategy
- Week 11: Early stage financing
- Week 12: Corporate Partnerships and Globalization
- Week 13: Nanotechnology and professional ethics
- Week 14: Case studies

Grading: Assignments: 30%; Quizzes 30%; Final: 40%